Molecular cloning of CD1a (T6), a human epidermal dendritic cell marker related to class I MHC molecules.
To investigate the structure, function, and control of CD1a, we have cloned a 1.6-kbp cDNA which encodes the expressed CD1a protein and includes untranslated 5' and 3' sequences and the poly-A tail. As the protein recognized by the monoclonal antibody OKT6, CD1a is a useful marker for Langerhans cells (LC). CD1a is found on these cells and on thymocytes, suggesting an important immunologic role for this molecule. We constructed a cDNA library in lambda gt10 using mRNA from MOLT-4, a cell line that expresses the CD1a surface antigen. We then screened the library with an oligonucleotide synthesized according to a known partial sequence for CD1a, and subcloned the cDNA and its restriction fragments into pGEM for sequencing and probe production. Based on this sequence the CD1a protein is predicted to consist of three extracellular domains (alpha 1-3), a hydrophobic transmembrane region, and a cytoplasmic tail. DNA 5' to the alpha 1 region may undergo alternative exon splicing. There is high sequence identity between the beta-2 microglobulin binding region of MHC I molecules and CD1a. The secondary structure predicted for CD1a is very similar to the actual structure of HLA-A2, a classical MHC I molecule. The similarity includes the beta pleated sheets and alpha helices which form the antigen binding groove of the alpha-1 and alpha-2 domains. The homology predicted between CD1a and HLA-A2 in these regions appears to exist on the level of secondary structure despite low primary nucleotide and amino acid sequence identity. The structural data and probes we have developed should facilitate studies of the function of CD1a as well as novel investigations of LC.